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Disclosures and Notes

• No personal/financial COI.

• Will be discussing non-FDA/non-Health Canada approved use of medications.

• Situation is fluid/changing hourly, especially epidemiologic data.
• All possible effort made to ensure information contained herein is accurate/up to date 

as of March 26th, 2020.

• Some manuscripts included here are pre-print/not peer reviewed; will notify 
which.

• Some information, especially regarding clinical situation in Italy, is pulled 
from Social Media (e.g. Twitter), sources are relatively reliable (e.g. physicians 
actively treating patients with COVID-19).
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Reminders:

• Social Distancing!
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Reminders:

• Don't touch your face!
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Reminders:

• Or other people's faces!
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Reminders:

• Wash hands 
frequently/use 
hand sanitizer.
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Nomenclature

• Coronaviruses -
• Name is derived from the Latin corona, 

meaning "crown" or "halo."

• Refers to characteristic appearance 
reminiscent of a crown around the virions 
when viewed under two-dimensional 
transmission electron microscopy

• Appearance due to the surface covering 
of club-shaped protein spikes.

@T_E_Knight

Lu et al. Genomic characterization and epidemiology of 2019 novel
coronavirus: implications for virus origins and receptor
Binding. Lancet 2020



Nomenclature

• Coronaviruses -
• Other famous coronas:



Epidemiology
• Early December 2019, cluster of pneumonia cases identified in Wuhan, Hubei, 

China.

• Cases were traced to a seafood `wet market,` suggesting animal-to-person 
spread.

• Closest identified relative to SARS-COV-2 is a virus isolated in bats; suspected 
that an intermediate host facilitated zoonotic event.
• Most likely candidate is the pangolin, a scaly anteater, based on high levels of similarity 

of pangolin coronaviruses to SARS-COV-2 at the protein level 

• Large number of patients identified without exposure to animal markets, 
indicating person-to-person spread.

• Pathogen identified as a novel, enveloped RNA beta-coronavirus.

@T_E_Knight

Guan et al. Clinical Characteristics of Coronavirus Disease 2019 in China. NEJM 2020
Zhou et al, A pneumonia outbreak associated with a new coronavirus of probable bat origin. Nature 2020



Nomenclature

• COVID-19: Disease name
• COrona Virus Infectious Disease-19

• SARS-COV-2: Virus itself
• Causative agent of COVID-19
• HCoV-19 – Human Coronavirus-19 (old 

name)

• SARS-COV: Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome - COronaVirus
• Causative agent of SARS (outbreak 2002 

– 2003)

• MERS-COV: Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome-COronaVirus
• Causative agent of MERS (outbreak 

2012)

@T_E_Knight

Lu et al. Genomic characterization and epidemiology of 2019 novel
coronavirus: implications for virus origins and receptor
Binding. Lancet 2020



Epidemiology
• Johns Hopkins 'Coronavirus Map' : https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html


Epidemiology

@T_E_KnightCredit: John Burn-Murdoch; @jburnmurdoch + https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

• My favorite, least-
favorite graphical 
overview of the 
situation.

• A.K.A. 'lesson in 
data confounding.'

• ``We are not 
doing better than 
Italy or Iran – we 
are just further 
behind.``

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html


Epidemiology – the importance of isolation.
• "The Korean clusters: How coronavirus cases exploded in South Korean 

churches and hospitals"

• SARS-COV-2 identified in South Korea on Jan. 20; traveler from Wuhan, China 
flew to Incheon international airport, which serves Seoul, and was isolated 
upon entry into the country.

• In the four weeks following, South Korea managed to avoid a major 
outbreak; 30 cases, excellent contact tracing/isolation performed for those 
patients + their contacts.

• This changed with the emergence of “Patient 31.”

@T_E_Knighthttps://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html
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https://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-
SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html

https://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html


• Patient 31: travelled to Daegu, and Seoul. Involved in a minor traffic accident in Daegu, and 
checked herself into a hospital. While at that hospital, attended services at the Daegu branch 
of the Shincheonji Church of Jesus. In between those visits, developed a fever, and went to a 
buffet lunch with a friend at a hotel. Twice refused to self-isolate and be tested. Finally was 
tested 2 days later and became the country’s 31st confirmed case.

@T_E_Knighthttps://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html

https://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html


@T_E_Knighthttps://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html

• Caused at least 2 clusters, to which approx 80% of South Korea`s 
current cases can be traced.

https://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-HEALTH-SOUTHKOREA-CLUSTERS/0100B5G33SB/index.html


Epidemiology – ``Flattening the Curve.``
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Epidemiology – ``Flattening the Curve.`` Lessons from 
1918
• ``The first cases of disease among civilians in 

Philadelphia were reported on September 17, 1918, but 
authorities downplayed their significance and allowed 
large public gatherings, notably a city-wide parade on 
September 28, 1918, to continue.

• Social distancing interventions were not implemented 
until October 3, when disease spread had already begun 
to overwhelm local medical and public health 
resources.

• In contrast, the first cases of disease among civilians in 
St. Louis were reported on October 5, and authorities 
moved rapidly to introduce a broad series of measures 
designed to promote social distancing, implementing 
these on October 7.

• The difference in response times between the two cities 
(14 days, when measured from the first reported cases) 
represents approximately 3-5 doubling times for an 
influenza epidemic.``

@T_E_Knight
Hatchett RJ et al. Public health interventions and epidemic intensity during 
the 1918 influenza pandemic. PNAS 2007. 104 (18) 7582-7587



Biology

• Coronaviruses:
• Common human coronaviruses

• 229E (alpha coronavirus)

• NL63 (alpha coronavirus)

• OC43 (beta coronavirus)

• HKU1 (beta coronavirus)

• Other human coronaviruses
• MERS-CoV (the beta coronavirus that causes Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, or MERS)

• SARS-CoV (the beta coronavirus that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS)

• SARS-CoV-2 (the novel coronavirus that causes coronavirus disease 2019, or COVID-19)

@T_E_Knight
Gorbalenya AE et al. Nat Microbiol 2020.



Biology

• Coronaviruses:
• Viruses of the family Coronaviridae: single- strand, positive-sense RNA viruses

• Genome 26 to 32 kilobases in length (relatively large for viruses).

• Identified in avian hosts, and many species of mammal - camels, bats, masked palm 
civets, mice, dogs, and cats.

• Many exist; several pathogenic to human hosts.

@T_E_KnightLancet 2020; 395: 565–74



Biology

• Coronaviruses:
• Most associated with mild clinical symptoms; notable exceptions include:

• Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV), a novel betacoronavirus, 
first detected in Guangdong, southern China, in November, 2002,
• Resulted in over 8000 infections and 774 deaths

• Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) coronavirus (MERS-CoV), which was first detected 
in Saudi Arabia in 2012
• Resulted in 2494 infections and 858 deaths

• Novel Viruses:
• Population – little or no immunity
• Past examples – pandemic influenza, Zika
• Novel coronaviruses: (SARS-COV, SARS-COV-2, MERS-COV)

@T_E_KnightLancet 2020; 395: 565–74



Soap, Water, and 
Transmission

@T_E_KnightWhy Soap Works. Ferris Jabr. The New York Times. March 13th, 2020.

• Soap: possess a hydrophobic tail + 
hydrophilic head.

• Hydrophobic tails of soap molecules 
attempt to evade water via insertion into 
the lipid envelope bacteria or viruses.

• Disrupt chemical bonds allowing 
adhesion to surfaces.

• Micelle formation around particles of dirt 
and viral or bacterial fragments, which 
are washed away.

• Hand sanitizers are not as reliable; 
assuming at least 60 percent ethanol, 
lipid membrane is destroyed.

• Surface disinfection such as with 62-71% 
ethanol or 0.5% hydrogen peroxide, e.g. 
commonly found in 
household/healthcare cleaning products, 
inactivate coronaviruses



@T_E_Knight

van Doremalen et al. Aerosol and 
surface stability of HCoV-19 
(SARS-CoV-2) compared to SARS-
CoV-1. NEJM 2020.

• Coronaviruses in 
general - transmitted 
via droplet + surface 
fomites

• Viable virus:
• Aerosols up to 3 

hours post 
aerosolization.

• Half life median 1 
hour.

• 24 hours on 
cardboard

• Median half-life 
3 hours

• 2-3 days on plastic 
and stainless steel

• Median half-
life 13 hours on 
steel

• Median half-life 
16 hours on 
polypropylene.



Transmission: Presence in bodily fluids?

• Commonest testing method:
• Real-time reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) of nasopharyngeal 

swabs

• Wang et al – studies whether viral RNA is detectable at other sites – therefore 
collected pharyngeal swabs + blood, sputum, feces, urine, and nasal samples.

@T_E_KnightWang W et al. Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in Different Types of Clinical Specimens. JAMA. 2020 (preprint)



Transmission: Presence in bodily fluids?
• 1070 specimens collected from 205 

patients with COVID-19

• Most patients presented with fever, 
dry cough, and fatigue; 19% of 
patients had severe illness.

• Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid 
specimens (14 of 15; 93%),

• Sputum (72 of 104; 72%),

• Nasal swabs (5 of 8; 63%),

• Fibrobronchoscope brush biopsy (6 
of 13; 46%),

• Pharyngeal swabs (126 of 398; 
32%),

• Feces (44 of 153; 29%)

• Blood (3 of 307; 1%)

• 0 of the 72 urine specimens tested 
positive

@T_E_KnightWang W et al. Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in Different Types of Clinical Specimens. JAMA. 2020 (preprint)



Transmission: Presence in bodily fluids?
• Mean cycle threshold of all specimen types was over 30 (e.g. <2.6 × 10^4 copies/mL)

• Except nasal swabs - mean cycle threshold value of 24.3 (e.g. viral load of 1.4 × 10^6 copies/mL)

• Twenty patients had multiple specimens collected simultaneously.
• Viral RNA detected in single specimens from 6 patients (respiratory specimens, feces, or blood), versus 7 

patients with simultaneous excretion of viral RNA in respiratory tract specimens + feces (n = 5) or blood (n = 2).

• Live SARS-CoV-2 was observed in the stool sample from 2 patients who did not have diarrhea.

@T_E_KnightWang W et al. Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in Different Types of Clinical Specimens. JAMA. 2020 (preprint)



Transmission: Presence in bodily fluids?

• Viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples + Peak Shedding?
• Pan et al: Obtained serial samples (throat swabs, sputum, urine, and stool) from patients 

in Beijing daily after hospitalization; assessed via qRT-PCR

• The viral loads in throat swab and sputum samples peaked at 5–6 days after symptom 
onset; range 1x10^4 to 10^7 copies per mL.

• Sputum samples showed higher viral loads than throat swab samples.

• No viral RNA was detected in urine or stool samples.

@T_E_KnightPan Y et al. Viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples. Lancet 2020



Transmission: Presence 
in bodily fluids?

• 2 representative patients:

@T_E_Knight
Pan Y et al. Viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in clinical 
samples. Lancet 2020



Transmission: Presence in bodily fluids?

• Pan et al also assessed viral loads across sample types – at various time points.

• Overall, the viral load early after onset was high (>1 × 10^6 copies per mL).

• Patients under active surveillance due to positive exposure history: positive 
results on RT-PCR 24-48 hrs before onset
• Indicating that infected individuals can be infectious before becoming symptomatic.

• Identified low level presence of SARS-COV-2 in fecal samples in symptomatic 
patients.

• Pan et al: Detected in asymptomatic patients – Routh et al subsequently 
documented asymptomatic transmission; small cluster arising from this.

@T_E_Knight

Pan Y et al. Viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples. Lancet 2020
Routh C, et al. Transmission of 2019-nCoV Infection from an Asymptomatic Contact in Germany. NEJM 2020



Transmission: Pre/Post COVID-19 detection

• European Center for Disease Control and Prevention:
• Technical Report released "Discharge Criteria for Confirmed COVID-19 Cases." Focuses 

on 4 key questions:
• What is the duration of SARS-CoV-2 virus shedding in bodily fluids of symptomatic patients after 

remission of symptoms?

• What is the duration of SARS-CoV-2 virus shedding in bodily fluids of asymptomatic patients?

• Which tests are available to document the lack of infectivity in a previously diagnosed infection?

• What is the longest documented transmission from an asymptomatic person?

@T_E_Knight
European Center for Disease Control and Prevention: "Discharge Criteria for Confirmed COVID-19 Cases"
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf


Transmission: Pre/Post COVID-19 detection
• What is the duration of SARS-CoV-2 virus shedding in bodily fluids of symptomatic patients 

after remission of symptoms?
• Virus is detectable 1–2 days prior to symptom onset in upper respiratory tract samples; persists 7–12 days 

in moderate cases 2 weeks in severe cases
• Fecal detection in 30% of patients from day 5 after onset for up to 4 to 5 weeks in moderate cases. 

Unclear significance for transmission.
• Prolonged viral shedding from nasopharyngeal aspirates – up to at least 24 days after symptom onset –

has been reported as detected by qRT-PCR (viability of SARS-COV-2 detected by qRT-PCR unknown).
• Prolonged viral shedding observed among convalescent children after mild infections in respiratory tract 

samples (up to 22 days from diagnosis) and faeces (2-4 weeks from diagnosis).

• ECDC comment: "Although the oral-faecal route does not appear to be a driver of 
transmission, its significance remains to be determined. Discharged patients should be 
advised to strictly follow personal hygiene precautions in order to protect household 
contacts. This applies to all convalescing patients, but particularly to convalescent children.

@T_E_Knight
European Center for Disease Control and Prevention: "Discharge Criteria for Confirmed COVID-19 Cases"
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf


Transmission: Pre/Post COVID-19 detection

• What is the duration of SARS-CoV-2 virus shedding in bodily fluids of asymptomatic
patients?
• Virus has been detected in asymptomatic persons, by both viral culture and qRT-PCR.

• Viral load of asymptomatic patients was similar to symptomatic patients, 
indicating the transmission potential of asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic patients. Patients 
with few or no symptoms may have modest levels of detectable viral RNA in the oropharynx for 
at least 5 days.

• ECDC comment: Provided that there are sufficient resources, there is a clear benefit 
in testing asymptomatic patients before they are released from isolation. However, in 
the context of limited resources for healthcare and laboratories during the COVID-19 
epidemic, the testing of symptomatic persons should have priority over the testing of 
asymptomatic patients before release from isolation.

@T_E_Knight
European Center for Disease Control and Prevention: "Discharge Criteria for Confirmed COVID-19 Cases"
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf


Transmission: De-isolation

• An overview of recommendations for the de-isolation of COVID-19 patients 
from national bodies in countries is available in the linked document.
• Some differences in practice, but consensus exists to combine

• a) evidence for viral RNA clearance from the upper respiratory tract

• b) clinical resolution of symptoms.

• At least two upper respiratory tract samples negative for SARS-COV-2, collected at ≥ 24-
hour intervals are recommended to document SARS-COV-2 clearance.

• For symptomatic patients, following resolution of symptoms, samples should be 
collected at least seven days from disease onset or after > 3 days without fever.

• For asymptomatic SARS-COV-2-infected persons, the tests to document virus clearance 
should be taken at a minimum of 14 days after the initial positive test.

@T_E_Knight
European Center for Disease Control and Prevention: "Discharge Criteria for Confirmed COVID-19 Cases"
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/COVID-19-Discharge-criteria.pdf


Biology
• SARS-COV-2 form spherical particles that 

consisting of four structural proteins.
• The envelope glycoprotein spike (S) 

forms a layer of glycoproteins that 
protrude from the envelope.

• Two additional transmembrane 
glycoproteins are incorporated in the 
virion: envelope (E) and membrane (M). 

• Inside the viral envelope is the helical 
nucleocapsid, which consists of the viral 
positive-sense RNA ((+)RNA) genome 
encapsulated by protein nucleocapsid 
(N)

@T_E_Knightde Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



Biology
• Two-thirds of the viral 

RNA is translated into 
two large polyproteins, 
and the remainder of the 
viral genome is 
transcribed into a nested 
set of subgenomic
mRNAs.

• The two polyproteins, 
pp1a and pp1ab, encode 
16 non-structural 
proteins (nsp1–nsp16) 
that make up the viral 
replicase–transcriptase 
complex.

@T_E_Knightde Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



Biology

• The polyproteins are 
cleaved by two 
proteases, papain-like 
protease (PLpro; 
corresponding to nsp3) 
and, 3C-like protease 
(3CLpro; corresponding 
to nsp5).

@T_E_Knightde Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



• Following entry of the virus into the host 
cell, the viral RNA is uncoated in the 
cytoplasm.

• Entry is via receptor-mediated endocytosis, 
and receptor for SARS-COV-2 (and SARS-
COV) is angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2); dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) for 
MERS-COV.

• To enter a cell, Spike (S) protein cleaved by 
cellular proteases at 2 sites, termed S 
protein priming, so the viral and cellular 
membranes can fuse.

• Specifically, S protein priming by the serine 
protease TMPRSS2 is crucial for infection of 
target cells. 

de Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging 
coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



• Once inside, open reading 
frame (ORF)1a and (ORF)1ab 
are translated to produce pp1a 
and pp1ab, which are cleaved 
by the proteases that are 
encoded by ORF1a to yield 16 
non-structural proteins that 
form the RNA replicase–
transcriptase complex.

de Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging 
coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



• Since the virus is positive-sense, 
essentially serves as mRNA and is 
translated immediately into viral 
proteins by the endogenous 
cell machinery

• Some of these proteins form 
a replication complex to produce 
more RNA with a viral RNA-based 
RNA polymerase.

• Within the cytosol, positive-sense 
RNA and viral proteins form a 
virion, which fuses with the cell 
membrane and is released to 
infect further cells

de Wit E et al. SARS and MERS: recent insights into emerging 
coronaviruses. Nat Rev Microbiol 14, 523–534 (2016).



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19

• R0 for SARS-COV-2 is estimated at 2.7 (e.g. each infectious individual transmits 
to 2-3 others).

• The incubation period is estimated at 5–6 days, but may be up to 14 days.

• Median period from exposure to symptoms is 5.6 days; 95th centile is 12 days

• Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA shown to persist for 3-4 weeks after symptom 
onset.

• The serial interval (time between successive cases in a chain of transmission; 
e.g. from clinical onset in 1 individual to clinical onset in next individual) is 
estimated to be 8 days.

@T_E_Knight
Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020



@T_E_Knight
Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020
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Report of the WHO-China Joint Mission on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). Available at:
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-china-joint-mission-on-covid-19-final-report.pdf

https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-china-joint-mission-on-covid-19-final-report.pdf
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Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020
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Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020



@T_E_Knight
Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19
• Ai et al: 

• Investigated diagnostic value and consistency of chest CT as compared with q RT-PCR assay in COVID-19.
• 1014 patients, 59% (601/1014) had positive RT-PCR results, and 88% (888/1014) had positive chest CT 

scans.
• Sensitivity of chest CT in suggesting COVID-19 was 97% (95%CI, 95-98%, 580/601 patients) based on 

positive RT-PCR results.
• Specificity - in patients with negative RT-PCR results, 75% (308/413) had positive chest CT findings.

• 48% were considered as highly likely cases, with 33% as probable cases.

• Based on serial RT-PCR assays and CT scans, mean interval time between the initial negative to positive 
RT-PCR results was 5.1 ± 1.5 days
• 60% - 93% of cases had initial positive CT consistent with COVID-19 prior (or parallel) to the initial positive RT-PCR 

results.

• Authors conclude: "Chest CT has a high sensitivity for diagnosis of COVID-19. Chest CT may be considered 
as a primary tool for the current COVID-19 detection in epidemic areas."

@T_E_Knight
Ai et al. Correlation of Chest CT and RT-PCR Testing in Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in China: A 
Report of 1014 Cases. Radiology, 2020.



@T_E_Knight
Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020
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Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020
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Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020
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Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020





Clinical Presentation – COVID-19

@T_E_Knight



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19

@T_E_Knight

Testing Artefact?



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19

@T_E_Knight

FIGURE 2. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) hospitalizations, intensive care unit (ICU) admissions, and deaths, by age 
group — United States, February 12– March 16, 2020

Severe Outcomes Among Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) — United States, February 12–March 16, 
2020. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep. ePub: 18 March 2020.





Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Oncology Patients

• Liang et al: Conducted a retrospective registry analysis.
• 18 (1%; 95% CI 0.61–1.65) of 1590 COVID-19 cases had a history of cancer (high 

in proportion to incidence of cancer in the overall Chinese population (285.83 [0.29%] 
per 100 000 people).

• Lung cancer was the most frequent type (five [28%] of 18 patients).

• Four (25%) of 16 patients (two of the 18 patients had unknown treatment status) with 
cancer + COVID-19 had received chemotherapy or surgery within the past month, and 
the other 12 (75%) patients were cancer survivors in routine follow-up after treatment.

@T_E_Knight
Liang W, Guan W, Chen R, et al. Cancer patients in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection: a nationwide analysis in China. Lancet Oncol. 2020; 
S1470‐2045( 1420):30096.



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Oncology Patients

• Compared with patients without cancer, patients with cancer were:
• Older (mean age 63.1 years [SD 12.1] vs 48.7 years [16.2]), 

• More likely to have a history of smoking (four [22%] of 18 patients vs 107 [7%] of 1572 
patients)

• Had more severe baseline CT manifestation (17 [94%] of 18 patients vs 1113 [71%] of 
1572 patients), but had no significant differences in sex, other baseline symptoms, other 
comorbidities, or baseline severity of x-ray.

@T_E_Knight
Liang W, Guan W, Chen R, et al. Cancer patients in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection: a nationwide analysis in China. Lancet Oncol. 2020; 
S1470‐2045( 1420):30096.



@T_E_Knight
Liang W, Guan W, Chen R, et al. Cancer patients in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection: a nationwide analysis in China. Lancet Oncol. 2020; 
S1470‐2045( 1420):30096.



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Oncology Patients

• Higher risk of severe events compared 
with patients without cancer (seven 
[39%] of 18 patients vs 124 [8%] of 
1572 patients; p=0·0003).

• Patients who underwent chemotherapy 
or surgery in the past month:

• Increased risk (three [75%] of four patients) 
of clinically severe events versus those not 
receiving chemotherapy or surgery (six 
[43%] of 14 patients).

@T_E_Knight
Liang W, Guan W, Chen R, et al. Cancer patients in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection: a nationwide analysis in China. Lancet Oncol. 2020; 
S1470‐2045( 1420):30096.



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Oncology Patients

• Worse outcome persists after adjusting 
for other risk factors

• (odds ratio [OR] 5.34, 95% CI 1.80–16.18; 
p=0.0026).

• Cancer history represented the highest 
risk for severe events in multivariate 
anlysis.

• Patients with lung cancer did not have a 
higher probability of severe events 
compared with patients with other 
cancer types.

• Patients with cancer deteriorated more 
rapidly than those without cancer.

@T_E_Knight
Liang W, Guan W, Chen R, et al. Cancer patients in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection: a nationwide analysis in China. Lancet Oncol. 2020; 
S1470‐2045( 1420):30096.



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Oncology Patients
• Analysis of 355 patients with COVID-19 

who died in Italy.

• Mean age was 79.5 years, 30.0% were 
women.

• In this sample, 30% had ischemic heart 
disease, 35.5% had diabetes, 20.3% had 
active cancer, 24.5% had atrial 
fibrillation, 6.8% had dementia, 
and 9.6% had a history of stroke.

• Overall, only 0.8% had no diseases, 
25.1% had a single disease, 25.6% had 2 
diseases, and 48.5% had 3 or more 
underlying diseases.

• However... Italian approach currently 
uses both age + disease risk score as 
part of treatment algorithm.

@T_E_Knight
Onder G et al. Case-Fatality Rate and Characteristics of Patients Dying in Relation to COVID-19 in Italy. JAMA 2020.



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric Patients

• Zimmermann et al:
• Children are both less commonly affected by SARS-CoV-2, and less severley affected.

• Based on Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reportng, of 72,314 cases 
reported as of publication, only 2% were in children.

• Identified 3 case series of children who have been infected with SARS-CoV-2.
• 20 children

• 34 children

• 9 infants

@T_E_Knight
Zimmermann P et al. Coronavirus Infections in Children Including COVID-19 - An Overview of the Epidemiology, Clinical Features, Diagnosis, 
Treatment and Prevention Options in Children. The Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal 2020



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric Patients

• 34 child case series:
• None had an underlying disease,
• 65% had common respiratory symptoms,
• 26% had mild disease and
• 9% were asymptomatic.
• The most common symptoms were fever (50%) and cough (38%).

• 20 child case series, rates not specified:
• Mild cases: low to moderate/no fever, rhinitis, cough, fatigue, headache, diarrhea
• More seve cases: dyspnea, cyanosis and poor feeding

• 9 infant series:
• 4 with fever, 1 asymptomatic, mild respiratory features (cough/URI in most)

• Additional asymptomatic children infected with SARS-CoV-2 outside these case series.

• Most infected children recover 1–2 weeks after the onset of symptoms and no deaths from 
SARS-CoV-2 had been reported as of publication of article by Zimmermann et al.

@T_E_Knight
Zimmermann P et al. Coronavirus Infections in Children Including COVID-19 - An Overview of the Epidemiology, Clinical Features, Diagnosis, 
Treatment and Prevention Options in Children. The Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal 2020



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric Patients

• Author conclusions:
• Children have milder clinical symptoms than adults.

• Lab findings similar to adults, but more mild.

• Radiology findings similar to adults, but more mild.

• Implication - children might not be tested for SARS-COV-2 as frequently as 
adults; may therefore be able to transmit the disease.

• No evidence that SARS-CoV-2 can be vertically transmitted to the infant, nor of 
teratogenicity (e.g. Zika Virus).

@T_E_Knight
Zimmermann P et al. Coronavirus Infections in Children Including COVID-19 - An Overview of the Epidemiology, Clinical Features, Diagnosis, 
Treatment and Prevention Options in Children. The Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal 2020



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric Patients

• Lu et al -
• Large series of 1391 children assessed and tested

• Both symptomatic children + asymptomatic children with known positive contact.

• Nasopharyngeal or throat swabs were obtained

• 171 (12.3%) were confirmed to have SARS-CoV-2 infection.

@T_E_Knight
Lu X et al. SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Children. NEJM 2020



@T_E_Knight
Lu X et al. SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Children. NEJM 2020



@T_E_Knight
Lu X et al. SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Children. NEJM 2020



• 3 children (of 171 affected) required ICU/mechanical ventilation; all had 
coexisting conditions
• (hydronephrosis, leukemia [for which the patient was receiving maintenance 

chemotherapy], and intussusception).

• As described previously, lab abnormalities (e.g. lymphopenia/leukocytosis) 
present in fewer, and more mild

• One death reported- 10-month-old child with intussusception had multiorgan 
failure and died 4 weeks after admission.

• Asymptomatic infections not uncommon (15.8% of positive cases).

@T_E_Knight
Lu X et al. SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Children. NEJM 2020

Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric Patients



Clinical Presentation – COVID-19 – In Pediatric 
Immunocompromsied Patients
• 2 known patients –

• One in NJEM series by Lu et al

• One in Chinese Journal of Hematology report by Zhi et al

• Both required ICU admission, invasive mechanical ventilation

• Both alive as of publication of respective reports.

@T_E_Knight

Lu X et al. SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Children. NEJM 2020.
Zhi C et al. COVID-19 with post-chemotherapy agranulocytosis in childhood acute leukemia: a case report. Chinese Journal 
of Hematology 2020.



Clinical 
Presentation –
COVID-19 –
Summary

COVID19 Curriculum - Harvard Medical School
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13JfRRw1GEIKz4JCde8WcQBCHnu-7nn11P_z0dHov1eA/preview#



Stages of Infection Model?

• Siddiqu et al -
Propose the 3-
stage classification 
system
• Based on 

observation that 
COVID-19 illness 
exhibits three 
grades of 
increasing severity 
+ clinical findings, 
response to 
therapy and 
outcome.

Siddiqu HK et al COVID-19 Illness in Native 
and Immunosuppressed States: A Clinical 
Therapeutic Staging Proposal. J Heart Lung 
Trans 2020.



• Stage I (mild) – Early 
Infection: incubation 
period with mild/ non-
specific symptoms, 
e.g. malaise, fever 
and dry cough.

• Diagnosis at stage 1: 
PCR, serum testing for 
SARS-CoV-2 IgG and 
IgM, chest 
imaging, CBC, LFT

• Treatment at stage 1: 
symptomatic relief. If a 
viable anti-viral 
therapy is proven 
beneficial, targeting 
patients during stage 1 
may reduce duration / 
severity of symptoms, 
contagiousness, 
severity.

Siddiqu HK et al COVID-19 Illness in Native and Immunosuppressed States: A Clinical Therapeutic Staging Proposal. J Heart Lung Trans 2020.



• Stage II (moderate) - Pulmonary 
Involvement (IIa) without and (IIb) 
with hypoxia: Viral multiplication 
and localized inflammation in 
the lung.

• Viral pneumonia , with cough, 
fever and possibly hypoxia. Chest 
imaging shows bilateral infiltrates 
or ground glass opacities.

• Markers of systemic inflammation 
may increase.

• Most patients reaching this phase 
will need hospitalization.

• Treatment - primarily supportive 
measures and available anti-viral 
therapies.

• Early stage II (without hypoxia), 
use of corticosteroids in may be 
avoided; if hypoxia ensues, likely 
that patients will progress 
to mechanical ventilation; authors 
therefore believe that anti-
inflammatory therapy such as 
corticosteroids may be useful

Siddiqu HK et al COVID-19 Illness in Native and Immunosuppressed States: A Clinical Therapeutic Staging Proposal. J Heart Lung Trans 2020.



• Stage III (severe) – Systemic 
Hyperinflammation: minority of 
COVID-19 patients will reach stage 
3.

• Extra-pulmonary systemic 
hyperinflammation syndrome -
elevated inflammatory 
cytokines/ biomarkers e.g. IL-
2, IL-6, IL-7, GCSF, TNF-α, CRP, 
ferritin, D-dimer.

• Also seen - decrease in helper, 
suppressor and regulatory T cells

• Disease similar to secondary 
hemophagocytic 
lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH) may 
occur.

• Tailored therapy in stage 3 
= immunomodulatory agents to 
reduce systemic inflammation 
before it results in multi-organ 
dysfunction.

• In stage 3, corticosteroids may be 
justified + cytokine inhibitors 
e.g. tocilizumab (IL-6 inhibitor) or 
anakinra (IL-1 receptor 
antagonist).

Siddiqu HK et al COVID-19 Illness in Native and Immunosuppressed States: A Clinical Therapeutic Staging Proposal. J Heart Lung Trans 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options – ARBs?

• SARS-COV-2 – ACE2 
is receptor, not ACE. ACE = 
site of ACE inhibitors.

• Angiotensin II receptor 
blockers - ARBS (e.g. 
losartan, irbesartan, 
olmesartan, candesartan, 
valsartan, fimasartan and 
azilsartan).

Deshotels MR et al. Angiotensin II Mediates Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Type 2 Internalization and Degradation Through an Angiotensin II Type I Receptor–
Dependent Mechanism. Hypertension. 2014;64:1368–1375



Potential Therapeutic Options – ARBs?
• ACE generates angiotensin II, a potent 

vasoconstrictor+ driver of aldosterone 
synthesis.

• ACE2 = oppsite effect, converts active 
angiotensin II to angiotensin 1-
7; negative regulation of RAAS

• ACE2 both decreases the concentration 
of Angiotensin 2 and produces a 
primary vasodilatory agent (Angiotensin 
1-7).

• ACE2 is induced by interferon; is 
expressed in type-2 
pneumocytes, intestinal epithelial cells, 
nasal goblet secretory cells.

• SARS-COV-2 mainly infects type 2 
pneumocytes in the lung; has been 
identified in intestinal epithelial cells.

Deshotels MR et al. Angiotensin II Mediates Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Type 2 Internalization and Degradation Through an Angiotensin II Type I Receptor–
Dependent Mechanism. Hypertension. 2014;64:1368–1375



Potential Therapeutic Options – ARBs?
• Central role of ACE2 in the potentially 

deleterious (red) and protective (green) 
effects of the RAAS and its inhibition in the 
development of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS).

• ACE-Is and ARBs increase ACE2 expression

• This could theoretically increase viral load and 
worsen outcome (red).

• Conversely, ACE2 degrades Angiotensin 2 to 
Angiotenisn 1-7, diminishing its angiotenisn 2 
receptor -mediated deleterious effects.

• Therefore, ACE-I or ARB treatment could 
theoretically mitigate lung injury.

• Animal models support this approach.

• Administration of soluble recombinant 
(r)ACE2 (blue) addresses both mechanisms by 
cell independent binding of SARS-CoV2 and 
degrading Ang 2 to Ang 1-7.

@T_E_Knight
Custer et al. SARS-CoV2: should inhibitors of the renin–angiotensin system be withdrawn in patients with COVID-19? 
European Heart Journal 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options – ARBs?
• Thus-far, no data to suggest a 

protective/deleterious effect from ACE-Is 
or ARBs. 

• No data showing that hypertension or 
diabetes are independent predictors of 
fatal outcome.

• Therefore, "assumption of a causal 
relationship between ACE-I or ARB intake 
and deleterious outcome in COVID-19 is 
not legitimate." 

• "In fact, patients taking ACE-Is or ARBs 
may be more susceptible for viral 
infection and have higher mortality 
because they are older, more frequently 
hypertensive, diabetic, and/or having 
renal disease."

@T_E_Knight
Kuster et al. SARS-CoV2: should inhibitors of the renin–angiotensin system be withdrawn in patients with COVID-19? 
European Heart Journal 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options – ARBs?
• Recombinant ACE2 - APN01 –

developed for treatment of acute 
lung injury (ALI), acute respiratory 
distress syndrome (ARDS) and 
pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

• Completed Phase 1 studies 
previously; planned phase 2B 
study in COVID19:
• "A Randomized, Open Label, 

Controlled Clinical Study to Evaluate 
the Recombinant Human 
Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2 
(rhACE2) in Adult Patients With 
COVID-19"

• NCT04287686

@T_E_Knight
Zhang et al. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as a SARS-CoV-2 receptor: molecular mechanisms and potential 
therapeutic target. Intensive Care Medicine 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - TMPRSS2 blockade?

• Inhibiting TMPRSS2 activity blocks SARS-COV-2 entry – recall, for SARS-COV-2 
to enter a host cell, S protein needs to be cleaved by cellular proteases at 2 
sites, termed S protein priming, so the viral and cellular membranes can fuse.

• Specifically, S protein priming by the serine protease TMPRSS2 is crucial for 
SARS-COV-2 infection of target cells and spread throughout the host.

• TMPRSS2 - Transmembrane protease, serine 2. Involved with androgen 
receptor signaling - "aberrant activation of the ERG oncogenic pathway due to 
the TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion is the major event that contributes to prostate 
cancer development."

@T_E_Knight

Hoffman M et al. SARS-CoV-2 Cell Entry Depends on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and Is Blocked by a Clinically Proven 
Protease Inhibitor. Cell, 2020 (Early Online Access)



Potential Therapeutic Options - TMPRSS2 blockade?

• Camostat mesylate, a serine protease inhibitor and inhibitor of 
TMPRSS2, partially blocks entry of SARS-COV-2 into respiratory epitheleal cells 
in vitro.

• FDA-approved for treatment of pancreatitis. Has also been used for hepatic, 
renal fibrosis.

• No available data regarding use in humans for COVID-19.

@T_E_Knight

Hoffman M et al. SARS-CoV-2 Cell Entry Depends on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and Is Blocked by a Clinically Proven 
Protease Inhibitor. Cell, 2020 (Early Online Access)



Potential Therapeutic Options

@T_E_Knight
Zhang et al. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as a SARS-CoV-2 receptor: molecular mechanisms and potential 
therapeutic target. Intensive Care Medicine 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Convalescent 
Plasma/Sera?
• Passive antibody therapy - administration of antibodies against a given agent 

to a susceptible individual, to prevent/treat an infectious disease due to that 
agent.

• Compare with active vaccination - requires induction of an immune response.

• Passive antibody administration is therefore able to provide immediate, 
temporary immunity.

• Convalescent plasma/sera - derived from recovered individuals.

• Experience from prior outbreaks e.g. SARS-COV in 2002/2003 shows such 
convalescent sera contain neutralizing antibodies to the relevant virus.

@T_E_KnightCasadevall A et al. The convalescent sera option for containing COVID-19. J Clin Invest. 2020. 



Potential Therapeutic Options - Convalescent 
Plasma/Sera?

@T_E_KnightCasadevall A et al. The convalescent sera option for containing COVID-19. J Clin Invest. 2020. 



Potential Therapeutic Options - Convalescent 
Plasma/Sera?
• Convalescent SARS patients exhibit a neutralizing antibody response directed 

against the viral S protein. Antibody appears to persist for at least 24 months in 
convalescent patients, before becoming undetectable.

• This antibody also appears to block SARS-COV-2-S-driven entry, implying 
that antibody responses raised against SARS-COV during infection or 
vaccination might offer some level of protection against SARS-COV-2 infection.

@T_E_Knight

Hoffman M et al. SARS-CoV-2 Cell Entry Depends on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and Is Blocked by a Clinically Proven Protease Inhibitor. Cell, 2020 
(Early Online Access)
Liu W et al. Two-year prospective study of the humoral immune response of patients with severe acute respiratory syndrome. J. Infect. Dis., 
193 (2006), pp. 792-795



Potential Therapeutic Options - Convalescent 
Plasma/Sera?
• In the SARS outbreak, largest avaliable study involved treatment of 80 patients with 

SARS in Hong Kong. 
• Patients treated before day 14 had improved prognosis defined by discharge from hospital 

before day 22, consistent with the notion that earlier administration is more likely to be 
effective.

• In addition, those who were PCR positive and seronegative for coronavirus at the time of 
therapy had improved prognosis .

• There is also some anecdotal information on the use of convalescent serum in 
seriously ill individuals.
• Three patients with SARS in Taiwan were treated with 500 mL convalescent serum, resulting in a 

reduction in serum virus titer, and each survived .

• For current outbreak, small amount of data avaliable, but suggests that convalescent 
serum administration reduced viral load and was safe.
• 245 COVID-19 patients reprted to have received, and 91 cases have showed improvement.

@T_E_KnightCasadevall A et al. The convalescent sera option for containing COVID-19. J Clin Invest. 2020. 



Potential Therapeutic Options - Convalescent 
Plasma/Sera?
• Pre-print/Pre-peer review paper by Bao et al:

• Acknowledge that discharged patients in China and elsewhere were testing positive 
after recovering.

• Unclear whether patients have a risk of “relapse” or “reinfection”.

• Performed study of rhesus monekys, infected with SARS-CoV-2. Initial course similar to 
humans.

• Following resolution and documentaiton of antibody presence, half of infected monkeys 
were rechallenged with the same dose of SARS-CoV-2 strain.

• Viral load/symptomatology/radiographic findings did not re-emerge; monkeys with re-
exposure showed no recurrence of COVID-19,

• Results indicated that the primary SARS-CoV-2 infection could protect from subsequent 
exposures.

@T_E_Knight

Pre-print/Pre-Peer Review: BioRxiv. Bao L et al. Reinfection could not occur in SARS-CoV-2 infected rhesus 
macaques https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.13.990226v1

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.13.990226v1


Potential Therapeutic Options - Glucocorticoids?

• Commonly being utilized. Mixed evidence in ARDS:
• No evidence that corticosteroids prevent the development of ARDS among patients at 

risk

• High dose and short course treatment with steroids does not improve the outcomes of 
patients with ARDS.

• There is compelling data that low dose and prolonged treatment with steroids improves 
pulmonary physiology in patients with ARDS, but additional studies are needed to 
recommend treatment with steroids for ARDS.

@T_E_Knight

Russel CD et al. Clinical evidence does not support corticosteroid treatment for 2019-nCoV lung injury. Lancet 
2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Glucocorticoids?

• Commonly being utilized in COVID1-9. Experience in SARS/MERS available.
• SARS: "29 studies of steroid use, 25 were inconclusive and four were classified as 

causing possible harm."
• MERS: "Corticosteroid therapy in patients with MERS was not associated with a 

difference in mortality after adjustment for time-varying confounders but was 
associated with delayed MERS coronavirus RNA clearance"

• Pulmonary histology in COVID-19 reveals inflammation and diffuse alveolar 
damage, and in some cases haemophagocytosis.

• Therefore, theoretically, corticosteroid treatment could have a role to suppress 
lung inflammation.

• Mixed evidence of efficacy in COVID-19 thusfar. Multiple trials underway.

@T_E_Knight

Arabi YM et al. Corticosteroid Therapy for Critically Ill Patients with Middle East Respiratory Syndrome. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2018. 
15;197(6):757-767.
Stockman LJ et al. SARS: systematic review of treatment effects. PLoS Med. 2006. 3(9):e343.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• Evidence that a subset of patients COVID-19 develop cytokine storm; especially 
severe critical cases.

• A cytokine profile resembling secondary HLH is associated with COVID-19 
disease severity.

• Predictors of fatality have include elevated ferritin (mean 1297.6 ng/ml in non-
survivors vs 614·0 ng/ml in survivors; p<0·001) and IL-6 (p<0.0001).

@T_E_KnightMehta P et al. COVID-19: consider cytokine storm syndromes and immunosuppression. Lanet 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• Cytokine Profile

@T_E_Knight
Zhou F et al. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• Multicenter, randomized controlled trial of tocilizumab - underway in patients 
with COVID-19 pneumonia and elevated IL-6 in China (ChiCTR2000029765).
• Added to treatment guidelines.

• Multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled Phase III study 
(COVACTA) has been initiated in Italy.

• US trial currently being developed with coordination between Roche and FDA

@T_E_KnightMehta P et al. COVID-19: consider cytokine storm syndromes and immunosuppression. Lanet 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• No peer-reviewed data available.

• Preprint/Pre-peer review; abstract only available:

• 21 patients, diagnosed with 'severe COVID-19' administered tocilizumab.

• All patients enrolled met severe or critical criteria. Diagnosis was by RT-PCR 
assay. Severity was defined as any of the following conditions:
• (1) respiratory rate ≥ 30 breaths/min; (2) SpO2 ≤ 93% while breathing room air; (3) 

PaO2/FiO2 ≤ 300 mmHg.

• A critical case was diagnosed if any of (1) respiratory failure which requiring mechanical 
ventilation; (2) shock; (3) combined with other organ failure, admitted to ICU.

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• All patients received standard care including lopinavir, methylprednisolone, 
and oxygen therapy, and receieved tocilizumab 400 mg via IV.

• Eighteen patients (85.7%) received tocilizumab once, and 3 patients (14.3%) 
received a second dose due to persistence of fever after 12 hours.

• Fever resolved on the first day after receiving tocilizumab and remained stable 
therafter.

• Clinical symptoms were significantly improved in the following days. Fifteen 
patients (15/20, 75.0%) had reduced oxygen requirment by end of 24 hour 
period during which treated.
• One patient extubated on the first day after tocilizumab. One critical patient was 

extubated and regained consciousness on the fifth day after therapy.

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• CBC abnormalities normalized in >90% of cases by 5th day.

• CRP normalized in >80% of cases by 5th day.

• CT scan improved or normalized in >90% of cases by 5th day

• >90% of patients discharged by time of writing; remaining patients stable, out 
of ICU.

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• The mean hospitalization time was 13.5 ± 3.1 d after the treatment with 
tocilizumab. 

• There have been no reports of subsequent pulmonary infection and 
deterioration/illness or death. 

• During the treatment with tocilizumab, no adverse drug reactions were 
reported.

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Tocilizumab?

• Conclusions: Per Xu et al "In summary, tocilizumab effectively improve clinical 
symptoms and repressed the deterioration of severe COVID 19 patients."

@T_E_Knight

Preprint/Pre-Peer review: Xu et al. Effective Treatment of Severe COVID-19 Patients with 
Tocilizumab. http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026

http://www.chinaxiv.org/abs/202003.00026


Potential Therapeutic Options - Chloroquine / 
Hydroxychloroquine
• Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine – useful for treatment/prophylaxis of malaria, 

rheumatological conditions (SLE, RA, etc). Hydroxychloroquine - addition of hydroxy 
group; reduced toxicity.

• Increase pH of intracellular vacuoles/endosomes, alter protein degradation 
pathways, and alter post-translational protein modification in the Golgi apparatus.

• In macrophages and other antigen-presenting cells, both intefere with antigen 
processing. Hydroxychloroquine = immunomodulatory effect, downregulates 
expression of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and TLR-mediated signal transduction, and 
decreases the production of IL-6

• Both drugs have in-vitro activity against SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and other 
coronaviruses, with hydroxychloroquine having relatively higher potency against 
SARS-CoV-2. Chloroquine is not as widely available as hydroxychloroquine

@T_E_KnightTouret F et al. Of Chloroquine and COVID-19. Antiviral Research 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Chloroquine 
/ Hydroxychloroquine
• Anecdotal evidence of efficacy; relatively common use in treatment protocols 

developed for COVID-19.

• But... we've been here before.
• The in-vitro antiviral activity of chloroquine was identified in the late 1960's; growth of 

many viruses can be inhibited in cell culture by both chloroquine and 
hydroxychloroquine, including the SARS-COV-2 

• Repeated studies have shown disapointing results in humans and animal models.
• Chloroquine did not prevent influenza infection in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled 

clinical trial (Paton et al., 2011), and had no effect on dengue-infecteds patient in a randomized 
controlled trial in Vietnam (Tricou et al., 2010).

• Chloroquine was also active ex vivo but not in vivo in the case of ebolavirus in mice (Dowall et al., 
2015; Falzarano et al., 2015), Nipah (Pallister et al., 2009) and influenza virus (Vigerust and McCullers, 
2007) in ferrets.

@T_E_Knight

Touret F et al. Of Chloroquine and COVID-19. Antiviral Research 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Chloroquine 
/ Hydroxychloroquine
• Anecdotal evidence of efficacy; relatively common use in treatment protocols 

developed for COVID-19.

• But... we've been here before.
• Chikungunya virus - promising antiviral activity in vitro (Coombs et al., 1981; Delogu and 

de Lamballerie, 2011), but was shown to enhance alphavirus replication in various 
animal models.

• Clinical trial chikungunya outbreak in 2006 in Réunion Island showed that oral 
chloroquine treatment did not improve the course of the acute disease (De Lamballerie 
et al., 2008) and that chronic arthralgia on day 300 post-illness was more frequent in 
treated patients than in the control group (Roques et al., 2018)

• Altogether, despite recurrent clinical trials, to date, no acute viral infection has 
been successfully treated by chloroquine in humans.

@T_E_Knight

Touret F et al. Of Chloroquine and COVID-19. Antiviral Research 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options -
Chloroquine / Hydroxychloroquine

@T_E_Knight



Potential Therapeutic Options - Chloroquine 
/ Hydroxychloroquine
• Gao et al: "results from more than 100 patients have demonstrated that 

chloroquine phosphate is superior to the control treatment in inhibiting the 
exacerbation of pneumonia, improving lung imaging findings, promoting a 
virus negative conversion, and shortening the disease course".
• Full article not released; news report only.

• Study conducted in ten different hospitals and involved a number of different 
clinical protocols, which include various designs for control groups (none, different 
antivirals, placebo, etc.).

• Would represent the first successful use of chloroquine in humans for the treatment of 
an acute viral disease, but analysis will be difficult once released.

@T_E_Knight

Gao et al. Breakthrough: Chloroquine phosphate has shown apparent efficacy in treatment of COVID-19 
associated pneumonia in clinical studies. BioScience Trends. 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine + 
Azithromycin
• Gautreta P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment 

of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-randomized clinical trial.

• Administered 600mg (200mg TID) of hydroxychloroquine per day and assessed 
daily viral load in nasopharyngeal swabs, for patients diagnosed w SARS-COV-2 
infection by qRT-PCT.

• Azithromycin (500 mg on day 1 followed by 250mg per day, the next four days) 
to "prevent bacterial super-infection" "depending on clinical presentation."

• Untreated patients from another center and cases refusing the protocol were 
included as negative controls.

• Presence / absence of virus at Day6-post inclusion was considered the end 
point."

@T_E_Knight

Gautret P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-
randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine + 
Azithromycin
• Patients were grouped into three categories:

• asymptomatic, 

• upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) when presenting with rhinitis, pharyngitis, or 
isolated low-grade fever and myalgia,

• lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI) when presenting with symptoms of 
pneumonia or bronchitis.

@T_E_Knight

Gautret P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-
randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine + 
Azithromycin
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Gautret P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-
randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.
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randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.
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Gautret P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-
randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine + 
Azithromycin
• Authors therefore conclude that "hydroxychloroquine is efficient in clearing 

viral nasopharyngeal carriage of SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19 patients in only three 
to six days, in most patients."

• Note: Study provides no data about clinical status of patients, aside from initial 
illness severity.
• Also note: azithromycin, chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine - all prolong QT interval; 

chloroquine + hydroxychloroquine have ocular toxicity

• > 20 ongoing clinical trials as of March 10 2020.

• Post-exposure prophylaxis trial of hydroxychloroquine is also underway at the 
University of Minnesota.
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Gautret P et al. Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19: results of an open-label non-
randomized clinical trial. International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine

• Article avaliable in Chinese only; abstract translated. Chen et al -

• Prospective trial of 30 patients with qRT-PCR-confirmed SARS-COV-2

• Randomized 1:1 to hydroxychloroquine group or control group.

• hydroxychloroquine group - 400 mg/day x 5 days + "conventional treatment" 
(not clear what conventional treatment comprised of or when started 
hydroxychloroquine in relation to admission/illness onset etc)
• The primary endpoint was negative detection of SARS-COV-2 by qRT-PCR.
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Chen J et al. A pilot study of hydroxychloroquine in treatment of patients with common coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-
19). J Zhejiang Univ (Med Sci), 2020, 49(1): 0-0. http://www.zjujournals.com/med/10.3785/j.issn.1008-9292.2020.03.03



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine

• Results:
• On day 7, qRT-PCR testing negative in 13 (86.7%) of in the hydroxychloroquine group 

versus 14 (93.3%) cases in the control group (P>0.05).

• No difference in duration from hospitalization to negative test
• 4 (1-9 range) days in hydroxychloroquine group, versus 2 (1-4 range) days in control group

• No difference in resolution of fever
• hydroxychloroquine group 1 (0-2) days after hospitalization, versus 1 (0-3) days in control group.

• No difference in radiological progression by CT scan
• 5 patients (33.3%) of the hydroxychloroquine group and 7 cases (46.7%) of the control group

@T_E_Knight

Chen J et al. A pilot study of hydroxychloroquine in treatment of patients with common coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-
19). J Zhejiang Univ (Med Sci), 2020, 49(1): 0-0. http://www.zjujournals.com/med/10.3785/j.issn.1008-9292.2020.03.03



Potential Therapeutic Options - Hydroxychloroquine

• Interpretation – directly contradict findings by Gautret et al (e.g. no difference 
in viral shedding), but insufficient data avaliable to compare to studies head to 
head.
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Chen J et al. A pilot study of hydroxychloroquine in treatment of patients with common coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-
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Potential Therapeutic Options - Lopinavir–Ritonavir

• Following SARS outbreak, screening of approved drugs identified lopinavir as 
having in-vitro activity.

• Lopinavir:HIV aspartate protease inhibitor.
• Ritonavir is combined with lopinavir to increase its plasma half-life through the 

inhibition of cytochrome P450.

• Open-label study published in 2004 suggested, lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and 
100 mg, respectively) as opposed to ribavirin monotherapy, reduced risk of 
adverse outcomes (ARDS/death) and viral load among patients with SARS.

• Cao et al therefore conducted conducted a randomized, controlled, open-
label trial, LOTUS China (Lopinavir Trial for Suppression of SARS-Cov-2 in 
China), in adult patients hospitalized with Covid-19.
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Cao et al. A Trial of Lopinavir–Ritonavir in Adults Hospitalized with Severe Covid-19. NEJM 2020
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Potential Therapeutic Options - Lopinavir–Ritonavir

• 199 patients with laboratory-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection 
underwent randomization

• 99 lopinavir–ritonavir group, 100 to the standard-care group.

• The median age of patients was 58 years (interquartile range [IQR], 49 to 68 
years), and 60.3% of the patients were men

• The median interval time between symptom onset and randomization was 13 
days (IQR, 11 to 16 days).

• No significant differences in demographics; systemic glucocorticoids utilized in 
similar proportion (33.0% of patients in the lopinavir–ritonavir group and 
35.7% of those in the standard-care group).

@T_E_Knight

Cao et al. A Trial of Lopinavir–Ritonavir in Adults Hospitalized with Severe Covid-19. NEJM 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Lopinavir–Ritonavir

• No difference in:
• Time to clinical improvement

• Mortality at 28 days (lopinavir–ritonavir group / standard-care group (19.2% vs. 25.0%; 
difference, −5.8 percentage points; 95% CI, −17.3 to 5.7).

• Percentages of patients with detectable viral RNA at various time points.

• Median time to clinical improvement (hazard ratio, 1.39; 95% CI, 1.00 to 1.91).

• Gastrointestinal adverse events were more common in the lopinavir–ritonavir group, 
but serious adverse events were more common in the standard-care group.

• Lopinavir–ritonavir treatment was stopped early in 13 patients (13.8%) because of 
adverse events.
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Potential Therapeutic Options - Lopinavir–Ritonavir

• The end... or is it?
• No benefit was observed in the primary end point of time to clinical improvement: both groups 

required a median of 16 days. 
• But the results for certain secondary end points are intriguing. 

• A slightly lower number of deaths was seen in the lopinavir–ritonavir group, although this observation is 
difficult to interpret, given the small numbers and the fact that the standard-care group appears to have 
been sicker at baseline.

• Removing deaths in the lopinavir–ritonavir group that occurred after randomization but before 
the first dose of drug was given would provide a more encouraging result, but such a change is 
debatable, since no such removal occurred in the control group.

• On the other hand, the trial was an open-label one, and since the end points were being 
evaluated or influenced by clinicians who were aware of treatment assignment, they were 
susceptible to potential bias. It is important to note that both groups were heterogeneous and 
received various additional treatments, including other pharmacologic interventions such as 
interferon (11%) and glucocorticoids (34%).
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Baden L et al. Covid-19 — The Search for Effective Therapy. NEJM 2020



Potential Therapeutic Options - Lopinavir–Ritonavir

• Why isn’t lopinavir–ritonavir more effective? 
• Patients recruited for the study were late in infection + already had considerable tissue 

damage (as evidenced by compromised lung function and 25% mortality in the control 
group). 

• Lopinavir isn’t particularly potent against SARS-CoV-2. The concentration necessary to 
inhibit viral replication is relatively high as compared with the serum levels found in 
patients treated with lopinavir–ritonavir. Little known about drug concentrations in the 
tissues where SARS-CoV-2 is replicating.

• Multiple trials ongoing involving lopinavir/ritonavir either in comparison to 
and/or in combination with:
• arbidol, ribavirin, IFN-beta, umifenovir, hydroxychloroquine, and other protease 

inhibitors
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Potential Therapeutic Options - Remdesivir

• Remdesivir - Novel antiviral drug developed for Ebola virus disease & Marburg virus 
infections.
• Nucleotide analog; causes premature termination of the viral strand made by the viral RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase.

• Highly efficacious at micromolar concentraitons versus MERS-CoV and SARS-COV-1 in 
vitro; mouse and non-human primate models, treatment = significantly reduced lung 
viral load and improved respiratory function.

• Multiple randomized trials involving remdesivir ongoing - results expected April/May 
2020 (recruiting in China, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and the United 
States).

• A large multicenter NIH adaptive randomized controlled trial is also investigating 
remdesivir.
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Wang et al. Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-
nCoV) in vitro. Cell Research 2020.



Potential Therapeutic Options - Remdesivir

• Limited evidence in humans; 1 published case reported - administer remdesivir 
"based on the case patient’s worsening clinical status." 

• Patient did not receive additional antiviral / anti-inflammatory therapies, 
subsequently improved. 
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Holshue M et al. First Case of 2019 Novel Coronavirus in the United States. NEJM 2020.



Siddiqu HK et al COVID-19 Illness in Native and Immunosuppressed States: A Clinical Therapeutic Staging Proposal. J Heart Lung Trans 2020.



Summary of Options
• Targeted therapies – to be seen (including ARBS, soluble recombinant ACE2 TMPRSS6 

inhibition)

• Convalescent plasma/sera - efficacious, appears effective in related virus (+long history)

• Glucocorticoids – no concrete evidence of efficacy, will likely continue to be used

• Tocilizumab – efficacious, but availability a concern + likely only effective in severe/ICU-level 
patients.

• Hydroxychloroquine / Chloroquine – promising in-vitro data, under evaluation in trials, 
preliminary clinical data.

• Remdesivir - promising in-vitro data. Very limited clinical data.

• Lopinavir/Ritonavir - promising in-vitro data. RTC shows no benefit, but many caveats –
further evaluation needed.

• NSAIDs – likely safe.
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Additional Resources:

• Biweekly Update of Published Articles (as currated REACTing - "a multi-
disciplinary collaborative network of French research institutions working on 
emerging infectious diseases, which aims to prepare and respond to 
epidemics.") https://reacting.inserm.fr/literature-review/#
• Includes key points from articles

• COVID19 Curriculum - Harvard Medical School
• https://docs.google.com/document/d/13JfRRw1GEIKz4JCde8WcQBCHnu-

7nn11P_z0dHov1eA/preview#
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To Conclude...

• WHO launches global megatrial of the four most promising coronavirus 
treatments
• SOLIDARITY -

• Remdesivir
• Chloroquine / hydroxychloroquine
• Lopinavir and ritonavir
• Lopinavir and ritonavir + interferon-beta

• Enrollment – via a WHO website, including underlying conditions that could change the 
course of the disease. After physician states which drugs are available at his or her 
hospital, the website randomizes the patient to one of the drugs available or to the local 
standard care for COVID-19.

• Physicians will record the day the patient left the hospital or died, the duration of the 
hospital stay, and whether the patient required oxygen or ventilation.

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/who-launches-global-megatrial-four-most-promising-coronavirus-treatments
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To Conclude...

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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